Pedestrian Connection Feasibility Study Traynor
Ave to Fairway Rd
nd
2 ,

Saturday December
2017
Kingsdale Community Center
2:00 pm – 5:00 pm Drop-in Format
Please sign in.
Staff are here to answer questions and to assist with the workshop portions of this public
meeting.
You are also invited to fill out a comment sheet so that the project team can ensure your
ideas and feedback are recorded.

PURPOSE OF TODAY’S MEETING
The purpose of the meeting today is to:
•
•
•
•

Outline the review to date
Provide a summary of what we’ve heard
Present the preliminary preferred alternative
Outline the next steps in the process

Your comments are essential to identify support and
necessity of the preliminary preferred solution.

los materiales de la presentación se pueden proporcionar en una fecha posterior en
español a pedido
مادة العرض متوفرة بالغة العربية فى وقت الحق عند الطلب

STUDY PURPOSE
STUDY BACKGROUND
The Region of Waterloo is constructing a new Light Rail Transit (LRT) line. A portion of the
line runs along the existing hydro corridor and its construction has restricted previous
informal pedestrian access between the Kingsdale neighbourhood and the commercial
properties fronting Fairway Road. The distance between the two formal existing crossings
(Courtland Avenue East and Wilson Avenue) is approximately one (1) kilometre. The City
of Kitchener and the Region of Waterloo do not own any property or have any existing
easements across the commercial properties to the south of the light rail transit line.

Problem/Opportunity Statement
This study seeks to determine the feasibility of improved travel options across the Light
Rail Transit line in the Kingsdale Neighbourhood area.

STUDY AREA

CLASS ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT
PROCESS
The study will be carried out
according to the guidelines
set out for Municipal Class
Environmental Assessments
(EAs). The EA process ensures
that a reasonable range of
alternatives are considered
and that the public has
sufficient input into the
decision process.

This study will follow the
requirements for a Schedule
A+ project under the
Municipal Class
Environmental Assessment
(October 2000, as amended in
2007 and 2011).

EA PROCESS

PHASE 1

Consultation

Opportunities/Constraints

Open House
#1
Jan, 2017

Open House
#2
December,
2017

Council
Meeting(s)

•
•
•
•
•
•

PHASE 2
Evaluate Alternatives

Recommendations

Data Collection
Identify Issues
Identify Opportunities
Confirm Problem Statement
Establish Evaluation Criteria
Identify Alternative Solutions

WE ARE HERE

• Confirm Impacts
• Present Preliminary
Preferred Solution

• Outline Process and Input
• Present Preferred Solution
as Confirmed Through Input
• Identify Costs and Funding
Requirements

EXISTING CONDITIONS:
TRANSPORTATION NETWORK
Most streets in the
neighbourhood have sidewalks
on both sides of the roadway.
The neighbourhood is well
served by transit as it is
located near the Fairview Mall
Transit Terminal. However,
residents of the Kingsdale
Neighbourhood would need to
transfer at the Fairview Mall
Transit Terminal in order to
take bus transit to locations
along Fairway Road.

EXISTING CONDITIONS: LAND USE
To the north of the LRT
corridor, land use is primarily
residential with clusters of
midrise and high rise
dwellings located nearest the
LRT.

To the south of the LRT
corridor, land use is primarily
commercial fronting Fairway
Road with industrial
development further south.
A Fairway Station area plan
will start in the fall of 2018,
which will look at future
transit supportive
development in the
neighbourhood.

EXISTING CONDITIONS: SOCIO-ECONOMIC
Generally there are more people in the 20 to 39 and 70+ age brackets within the Kingsdale
neighbourhood than the City average.
Residents of Kingsdale neighbourhood are less likely to drive and are more likely to take
transit or bike than the city average .
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How do you travel?
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WHAT WE HEARD

Common Comments:
• People will find their way to cross the tracks regardless of what barriers are
put in place.
• Makes for a much longer walk, most will drive; means more pollution.
• Lost access to shopping and transit.
• Limited transportation options now.
• The proximity of a crossover with warning bells would be very obtrusive to for
tenants if located by buildings.
• Cycling is less safe when there is no connection.
• Remove the chain link fence.
• One access is necessary; consider two accesses.
• preserve existing pedestrian access where demand is demonstrated by use.

ALTERNATIVE SOLUTIONS CONSIDERED
Alternative Screened out why?
Solution
Do Nothing

This alternative would not add any additional crossings or mobility improvements.
Pedestrian access would occur at Wilson or Courtland. This option is required to be
considered as part of the Municipal Class Environmental Assessment Process.

Transit routing
improvements

Changes to the bus frequency and routing options do not adequately address mobility needs.

Pedestrian bridge

A bridge over the rail corridor is not technically feasible due to height restrictions and
underground hydro main transmission line which limits constructability. High overall
construction cost. Additional travel distance due to ramps and/or stairs – may result in poor
compliance.

Pedestrian Tunnel

A tunnel underneath the rail corridor is not feasible due to underground hydro main
transmission line which limits constructability. Further, underground crossings are not
desirable due to safety considerations. High overall construction cost.

Example

NEXT STEPS
Please send your comment form from today’s meeting by DECEMBER 22, 2017
• The feedback you provide will be reviewed and considered to help guide the overall
decision making for this project.
• Comments received from review agencies will also be incorporated into the decision
making process.

The Formal Process
• The preliminary preferred solution will be presented to both Regional and City
Council in spring 2018.
• The report will make recommendations regarding: funding and land acquisition.
• Detailed design will follow Council approvals.
• Timing of construction is dependent on approvals, funding, land acquisition and
system operation

THANK YOU

